Security Survey & Planning
Henderson Risk Limited, through comprehensive security survey and planning, helps
shape and build security to protect clients’ business, people and profits against
terrorism, kidnap, violent crime and other threats present in the environment in which
they operate.
HRL runs security operations in diverse sectors and

■ Embedded Security Consultants can be

environments, including current and post conflict

provided to exercise regular testing to ensure the

regions and areas facing the threat of natural hazards or

correct implementation of the security plan and the

violence. Physical security measures can be expensive,

preparedness of the client’s employees.

particularly if implemented as an afterthought.
HRL’s comprehensive security surveys will ensure that
client costs are reduced and maintained at a minimum
by incorporating security into every stage of the planning
process, resulting in the delivery of cost effective and
appropriate security measures.

BENEFITS
■ Bespoke solutions for each client
■ Integrated and comprehensive security solution
■ Appropriate and focused risk mitigation strategy
■ Tangible recommendations
■ Review mechanisms

SERVICES
■ Threat Assessment: Detailed security risk analysis

■ Supported by HRL Insight & Investigations division

identifies potential threats to the client’s business, the
likelihood of these threats occurring and the potential

CONTACT

impact if they occur.

If you have any questions or would like to receive more

■ Security Survey: HRL’s Security Surveyors will quickly

information on any of the services outlined above then

be able to identify vulnerabilities to specific threats

please e-mail protection@hendersonrisk.com with your

both on- and off-site and asses the suitability and

query or call us on +44 (0) 207 730 5446.

effectiveness of existing controls.
■ Detailed Report & Recommendations: A detailed
report will present, explain and justify HRL’s security
survey assessment, findings and recommendations
and provide you with a robust security plan ready for
implementation in-house, by a third party security
provider, or by HRL.
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